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The paper proposes a theory that trainees have varying ability levels across different factors of cognitive
ability, and that these abilities are used in varying levels by different training methods. The paper reviews
characteristics of training methods and matches these characteristics to different factors of cognitive
ability. The paper proposes that if organizations assign trainees to methods of training based on trainees’
cognitive ability profiles, then learning will be maximized.
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In the United States, nearly all private organizations offer employee training, amounting to an expenditure of more
than $50 billion annually. Organizations want to ensure that these expenditures are used effectively. One method to
ensure training is effective in increasing skills is to tailor training to the characteristics of the employees being
trained. If trainees fail to learn material in training, then training budgets are wasted, and lower organizational
performance can result.
In the current paper, we propose one way to tailor training to employees, which is to match training methods to
employees’ strengths in different factors of cognitive ability. We rely on the theory that behavior is a function of the
person and the environment, B=f(P,E), posited by many researchers (e.g., Lewin, 1951; Terborg, 1981). We
examine one specific type of interaction and develop the theory that learning (L) is a function of cognitive ability
(C) and training method (M), such that L=f(C,M). We begin with a review of types of training methods, then discuss
influences on learning in different methods. Next, we discuss types of cognitive ability. Finally, we propose types of
interactions between training methods and cognitive ability that can influence learning.
Types of Training Methods
Training methods are the form of the training as distinct from the knowledge content of the training. For centuries,
teachers have sought to develop teaching methods that can have the greatest impact on their students’ learning. For
example, Socrates (469-399 B.C.) developed the dialectic method, which is the foundation for what is now known as
the Socratic Method of teaching (Columbia University, 2005). This method continues to be used successfully in
many law schools, and is gaining increasing use in management and organizational development education, but with
mixed results (Areeda, 1996; Cummings, 2000).
Many researchers have developed taxonomies to group training methods into categories based on the methods’
characteristics (Carroll, Paine, & Ivancevich, 1972; Arthur Jr., Bennett Jr., Edens, & Bell, 2003; Burke, et al., 2006).
For example, some taxonomies divide training methods into categories based on whether the training is designed for
children or adults. Pedagogy consists of training methods geared to children or to adults with little or no experience,
while andragogy consists of training methods geared to adults with experience; (Knowles, 1989). Briefly,
pedagogical methods focus on guiding learners through a series of pre-defined steps, whereas andragogical methods
focus on involving learners in the design of the course.
Another taxonomy placed training methods into three categories based on the type and level of trainee
participation required. These methods are information presentation, information processing, and simulation
(Heneman et al., 1989). This taxonomy incorporates a large number of training theories regarding the purpose of the
training, methods of the training, trainee characteristics, and conditions under which the training is effective. The
taxonomy is a clear, straightforward, and comprehensive way of viewing and categorizing training methods. We use
this taxonomy as the basis of our theory, so detail of this taxonomy is presented here.
Information Presentation
Information presentation methods are designed to present large amounts of material to participants in an
efficient manner, and allow trainees to absorb and memorize non-complex facts. These methods do not require
interaction between trainees, therefore, trainees can learn material independently of each other. Some methods are
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reading lists, correspondence courses, films, standard lectures, standard lectures on video tape or satellite,
multimedia lectures (i.e., inclusion of slides, movies, videos, or handouts), panel discussions, programmed selfpaced learning with booklets, and programmed self-paced learning with computers (Casner-Lotto, 1986; Heneman,
et al., 1989; Wexley & Latham, 1981).
Because these methods present large amounts of information and do not require interactions between trainees,
they are most useful when: the objective of the training program is knowledge acquisition; the knowledge is not
complex; trainees are capable of learning and are self-motivated; there are many trainees; or there are time or cost
limitations on the training program (Heneman, et al., 1989).
Information presentation techniques can be problematic for use with adults because there is often little
opportunity for self-pacing, and because trainees are required to play a passive role. The specific methods of
information presentation training vary on these two dimensions (Casner-Lotto, 1986; Lacey, et al., 1982).
Information Processing
In information processing methods, trainees are required to generate and discuss (i.e., process) the material to be
learned. These methods require trainees to interact with each other or with the instructor to learn the material. Some
of the information processing techniques are discussion groups focused on problem solving, discussion groups
focused on trainee behavior, and interactive video (i.e., discussion group joined together by use of satellite; CasnerLotto, 1986; Heneman, et al., 1989).
These techniques are most useful for: rapid increases in knowledge; increases in the consistency of
performance; enhancing knowledge already possessed; when the material is complex; when trainees are not selfmotivated; when there are few trainees; or when time and cost limitations are minor (Casner-Lotto, 1986).
Simulation
Simulation methods are designed to imitate the work environment and may or may not require interaction of
trainees, but they do require a high level of activity of trainees. Some methods of simulation training are case study,
role playing, in-basket exercises, work simulation at mock-up work site (either realistic or simulated), and businessgames (Heneman, et al., 1989). These methods are most useful for: developing skills through practice; changing
employee attitudes; and increasing diagnostic and problem solving skills. These methods are effective for improving
performance because they require repetition of tasks, and repetition of tasks helps increase learning (Casner-Lotto,
1986; Weiss, 2000b).
Relationships Between the Methods
These training methods can be placed on a continuum which reflects the degree of trainee involvement and
degree of similarity to the job environment (Figure 1). The continuum ranges from methods that require minimal
involvement of trainees (e.g., lecture) to methods that require complete involvement of trainees (e.g., work sample).
It also ranges from methods that are structured quite differently from the job environment (e.g., lecture) to methods
that mimic the job environment (e.g., work sample).
Training
Category

Training
Method

Level of Trainee
Participation

Information
Presentation

Lecture

Low

Information
Processing

Cognitive Simulation

Discussion

Case Study

Low to Moderate

Moderate to High

Manual Simulation

Work Sample

High

Figure 1. Relationship of training methods to trainee participation level

In Figure 1, information presentation methods are illustrated in the ovals on the left. These methods require low
levels of participation. Information processing methods are illustrated in the octagons, second from the left. These
methods require low-to-moderate levels of participation of trainees. Written simulation methods are illustrated in the
rectangles, second from the right. These methods require moderate-to-high levels of trainee participation. Manual
simulation training methods are illustrated in the hexagons on the right. These methods require high amounts of
trainee participation.
Interactional Psychology and Training Methods
The theory of interactional psychology states that behavior is a function of interactions between personal and
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environmental characteristics, B=f(P,E), (Cantor, 1981; Chatman, 1989, Endler, 1976; Lewis, 1978; Pervin, 1978;
Terborg, 1981; Wexley 1984). Environmental characteristics include physiological aspects (e.g., lighting conditions)
and psychological aspects (e.g., interactions with co-workers). Personal characteristics also include physiological
aspects (e.g., the ability to walk) and psychological aspects (e.g., motivation and intelligence).
Environmental characteristics vary across situations and within situations over time (Lewis, 1978). The
variation in environmental characteristics leads to variation in behavior. Likewise, personal characteristics vary
across individuals and within individuals over time. The variation in personal characteristics also leads to variation
in behavior (Schneider, 1987).
Further, interactions between environmental and personal characteristics influence behavior. Given a certain
environmental condition, performance varies across individuals and within individuals over time due to variations in
personal characteristics. Likewise, given a set of personal characteristics, performance varies over time due to
variation in environmental characteristics. In sum, interactions between variations in personal and environmental
characteristics lead to multiple types and levels of performance.
A long line of research has found person-environment interactions to influence different behaviors, such as
entrepreneurship, learning, energy consumption, expatriate acculturation, and managerial behaviors (Baldwin,
Magjuka, & Loher, 1991; Durand, 1975; Hand, Richards, & Slocum, 1973; Mendenhall & Oddou, 1985; Russell,
Terborg, & Powers, 1985; Siero, Boon, Kok, & Siero, 1989). According to interactional psychology, then, training
characteristics should interact with trainee characteristics to influence learning. In regard to this link between
training method and personal characteristics, researchers have examined personality (Smith-Jentsch, Salas, &
Brannick, 2001; Naquin & Holton III, 2002), learning style (Franz, 1991), affectivity (Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki,
1987), self efficacy, (Gist, 1989), and age (Callahan, Kiker, Cross, 2003). Several researchers have examined
multiple trainee characteristics simultaneously. For example, Weiss (2000b) emphasized that learning in different
training methods can differ depending upon occupation, organizational culture, affective valence of methods,
motivation, cognitive ability, trainer style, physical environment of training location, etc.
Another stream of research in training methods has focused on the link between training methods and types of
cognitive ability (i.e., intelligence; Weiss, 2000a). This is the type of interaction we examine in the current paper.
Specifically, we propose the theory that training methods differ in the cognitive abilities they require to be used.
That is, if fit exists between training method cognitive factoral requirements and trainee cognitive factoral ability,
then knowledge gains in training will be higher than if fit does not exist.
As early as the late 19th century, researchers were publishing theories to describe this relationship. For example,
Spencer (1887) discussed the relationship between intelligence and learning by describing intelligence as "those
abilities which an intelligent creature possesses, of recognizing diverse external objects and of adjusting its actions
to composite phenomenon of various kinds, imply a power of combining many separate impressions (page 403)."
Many researchers continued to explore the relationship between intelligence and learning (e.g., Eysenck, 1979;
Gardner, 1983; Jensen, 1981). More recent research examines the physiology of the brain and how it relates to
intelligence (Gupta, 2006).
Trainers and educators are intrigued by this topic and want to know how to use the accumulated research to
increase their students’ learning. In the area of how training methods can be tailored to students’ innate abilities,
Weiss (2000b) examined technology, brain physiology, and memory. Weiss emphasized that there are multiple
abilities, and multiple ways to learn. It is believed that we can increase learning in our courses by using multiple
teaching methods which will require trainees to use multiple abilities, yet this leads to the question: which training
methods are most effective for which abilities of our trainees?
Factors of Cognitive Ability
General cognitive ability is defined by some researchers as an over-arching mental ability. In his work to define and
measure intelligence, Spearman (1927) gave the label “g” to the general factor of intelligence, and the label “s” to
the specific factors of intelligence. He stated that g “varies freely from individual to individual, (but) remains the
same for any individual over time,” (page 75). Regarding s, Spencer (1887) stated that it “not only varies from
individual to individual, but even for any one individual from each ability to another,” (page 75). Each specialized
ability is composed of both general ability, g, and specific ability, s, and within each ability, the ratio of g to s varies.
That is, individuals have different abilities which enable them to react to different situations. This implies that
general cognitive ability, g, is composed of specialized abilities, s. Specialized abilities are composed of portions of
g and s.
These specialized abilities are known as factors. There is no consensus in the literature regarding a taxonomy of
the factors of cognitive ability. For example, Jensen (1981) defined the factors as numerical, spatial, verbal, visual,
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and memory. Eysenck (1979) defined the factors as verbal, numerical, spatial, perceptual, and memory. Finally,
Gardner (1983) defined the factors as linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intra-personal.
Gardner (1983) found that some individuals had exceptionally high levels of some abilities, and an almost
complete absence of other abilities. Thus, he concluded, the factors are relatively independent of each other. Other
researchers, however, believe the factors are related to each other. For example, Jensen (1981) found that after
administering tests that measure different abilities, one can apply factor analysis to extract g from the
intercorrelation of test scores. Therefore, the factors are correlated with each other and g is the intercorrelation of the
factors (Eysenck, 1979).
Other researchers found evidence of strong individual differences using traditional intelligence tests. Kaufman
(1990) found that 41% of adolescents and adults tested with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-R) test of
IQ obtained significantly different scores on two factor tests (i.e., verbal and non-verbal). A similar result regarding
individual difference in abilities could be expected with other factor tests, because many intelligence tests are
designed to measure the same skills as the WAIS-R.
Cognitive Ability Tests and Learning
Kaufman (1990) stated that individuals who score higher on cognitive ability tests obtain more education and
also work in more demanding occupations. Jensen (1981) found that students with higher cognitive ability test
scores learn their course work more quickly and easily, and with greater thoroughness and retention than students
with lower cognitive ability test scores. While it is possible that individuals perform well on cognitive ability tests
because of their formal education, it is also possible that individuals obtain higher levels of education because they
are highly intelligent. Whatever the direction of causality, the existence of strong correlations between education and
intelligence test scores indicates that we can use these tests to predict success in training (Kaufman, 1990).
Gardner (1983) agreed that scores on intelligence tests predict the ability to perform well in school. He
cautioned, however, that intelligence test scores and school grades are both based on written tests, which are
inherently based on verbal and logical-mathematical abilities, and that this common method bias explains their close
relationship. Although Gardner (1991) opposed standardized testing because he stated it often is used to categorize
individuals adversely, he stated that if testing is done then the goal of testing should be to determine trainees’
cognitive profiles to give trainees a variety of opportunities to learn.
Matching Training Methods and Factors of Cognitive Ability
Many researchers have stated that learning can be increased if training methods are matched to cognitive factors. For
example, Gardner (1983) stated that individuals have different cognitive strengths and education should be tailored
to learners’ cognitive profiles. Cooper and Mumaw (1985), found that cognitive ability tests that measure different
factors were not equally effective in predicting success in different contents and methods of training.
Other researchers have examined cognitive ability and learning with mixed results. For example, Ree and Earles
(1991) found that g was a better predictor than factors of g (i.e., “s”) for training success for the 82 jobs in their
study. They did not report the use of different methods of training, however. Bretz and Thompsett (1992) found that
g was the best predictor of training success for the two training methods in their study and that training method had
no significant influence on knowledge gains. The factors of cognitive ability were not measured, however.
Thorndike (1986) and Hunter (1986) found that g is a better predictor than factors of g for training success across
occupations and complexity of jobs. Neither researcher, however, examined whether the factors of g interacted with
training method to influence learning. Hartigan and Wigdor (1989) produced a meta analysis that found that three
cognitive factors were fairly good predictors of training performance for five general job types.
Theory of Matches between Training Methods and Cognitive Ability
We propose the hypothesis that learning is highest in training if training methods are matched to trainee
cognitive ability. First, we describe cognitive ability, relying on the theories of several researchers. Second, we
match these abilities to training methods.
Cognitive ability. Figure 2 presents our proposed theory regarding relationships between different cognitive
factor taxonomies and tests. The figure also illustrates our proposed theory regarding relationships between training
methods and cognitive factors. To summarize our theory, there is a range of abilities, and these abilities are defined
in slightly different ways by different researches. The abilities are also measured in slightly different ways by
different tests. The tests can be used to predict success in different training methods.
At the top of the figure is general intelligence, g, as defined by Spearman (1927). The second and third rows
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illustrate the types of cognitive ability factors as described by Gardner (1983) and Thurstone (1960). Figure 2 indicts
that we propose that general intelligence, g, comprises the factors linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, and
bodily-kinesthetic in Gardner’s theory (of the Gardner factors, only those related to the factors in other theories are
shown). We propose that Gardner’s factors can be mapped to Thurstone’s factors, which can be mapped to three
frequently used cognitive factor tests: Employee Aptitude Survey [EAS]; Differential Aptitude Tests [DAT]; and
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised IQ Test [WAIS-R]; (Bouchard, 1978; Quereshi, 1978; Ross, 1972;
Wechsler, 1981).
For example, first, Gardner’s linguistic factor comprises verbal comprehension and word fluency in Thurstone’s
theory. Thurstone’s verbal comprehension ability is measured by the vocabulary and the comprehension tests of the
WAIS-R, by the verbal comprehension test of the EAS, and by the language usage test of the DAT. This category is
shown in the column of ovals on the left.
Second, Gardner’s logical-mathematical factor comprises reasoning, numerical fluency, and associative
memory in Thurstone’s taxonomy. These factors are measure by the similarities, arithmetic, and digit symbol tests
of the WAIS-R, by the symbolic reasoning, numerical reasoning, and the numerical ability tests of the EAS, and by
the numerical ability test of the DAT. This category is shown with the column of rectangles in the center.
Third, Gardner’s spatial and bodily-kinesthetic factors comprise Thurstone’s perceptual speed and space
visualization factors. These factors are measured by the picture completion, picture arrangement, object assembly,
and block design tests of the WAIS-R, by the visual speed, visual pursuit, space visualization, and manual speed
sections of the EAS, and by the space relations, abstract reasoning, and mechanical reasoning tests of the DAT. This
category is shown in the column of hexagons on the far right.
Training methods. In Figure 2, the bottom row illustrates which abilities are used by which training methods.
Information presentation methods (e.g., lecture) require trainees to participate passively. We propose that these
methods utilize verbal comprehension ability because trainees are required to read and to listen passively (e.g.,
reading lists, lectures). Some methods also utilize visual ability because trainees also must see some of the material
presented (e.g., multimedia lectures). Therefore, we propose that trainees whose strongest cognitive ability is in the
linguistic family will learn more in information presentation methods than they will learn in other training methods.
This proposition was supported in Carter (2002). This category is shown in the column of ovals on the left.
Information processing methods (i.e., discussion groups) require moderate amounts of trainee participation,
particularly oral participation. We propose that these methods require the use of verbal reasoning ability because
interaction and discussion are required in order to learn (i.e., trainees must listen, think, and respond orally with
words). This category is shown with the column of octagons, second from the left.
Simulation techniques (e.g., case study) require high amounts of trainee participation. Cognitive simulation
methods include case study, role playing, in-basket exercises, and business games. We propose that these methods
require the use of reasoning abilities because trainees are required to solve problems in order to learn. Therefore, we
propose that trainees whose strongest cognitive ability is in the logical-mathematical family will learn more in
cognitive simulation methods than they will learn in other training methods. This proposition was supported in
Carter (2002). This category is shown with the column of rectangles in the center.
Manual simulation methods include realistic work simulation (e.g., mock-up assembly line) and artificial work
simulation (e.g., flight simulator). We propose that these methods require the use of mechanical and spatial abilities
because trainees are required to manipulate objects in order to learn. Therefore, we propose that trainees whose
strongest cognitive ability is in the spatial-bodily kinesthetic family will learn more in manual simulation methods
than they will learn in other training methods. This category is shown in the column of hexagons on the far right.
Conclusions and Implications for Practice
Past research indicates the need to account for as many environmental and personal characteristics as possible when
designing training programs. The current paper proposes that practitioners match the factors of cognitive ability with
training method to maximize knowledge gains. In the broader areas of human resources and management,
supervisors may have more success in leading their subordinates if they use multiple methods of communication
(e.g., face-to-face, email, demonstrations).
The proposed theory can be used to expand the training needs assessment process. Specifically, in needs
assessment, individual job performance and employee skills related directly to the job are measured. We advocate
expanding this process so that practitioners also measure trainee cognitive profiles in order to match trainees with
the most appropriate training methods.
The increasing diversity of the United States labor force and increasing use of outsourcing to Mexico, India, and
China for manufacturing and services is expected to make it increasingly difficult to provide effective training
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because traditional approaches to designing training may not be effective when used with diverse populations.
Practitioners may find it necessary to tailor training to employee characteristics in ways that acknowledge employee
diversity. For example, are training methods that are effective in the United States equally effective in India and
China? The current research addressed this issue by examining variables that could help practitioners increase the
effectiveness of training they offer to an increasingly diverse work force. Ensuring that fit exists between trainee
abilities and training method should lead to greater knowledge gains and greater efficiency of training. Thus, the
proposed theory can help organizations gain a competitive advantage.
Future research should focus on testing the links between trainee cognitive ability and training methods.
Researchers can replicate the study by Carter (2002) to measure trainee cognitive ability and measure trainees’
amount of learning in different training methods.
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